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ABSTRACT

In this article, we probe the timing relationship
in CV sequences. To do so, we develop a
new technique that is sensitive to the distinction
between proportional lag relationships and constant
lag relationships, which is a problem for previous
explorations of CV lag. Using the new technique,
we show that our data is consistent with the
vowel onset being synchronised with the preceding
consonant offset (what we call “offset-onset
alignment”). We also observed more stability
with target onset alignment than with gesture onset
alignment. Our results suggest that speakers
might be planning target achievement more so than
alignment of gesture onsets. Furthermore, they
suggest a need for a new explanation for the C-centre
effect.

Keywords: CV timing, in-phase, anti-phase, offset-
onset alignment, X-Ray microbeam data.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Articulatory Phonology [1, 2, 3, amongst others],
inter-gestural timing between two gestures (G1 and
G2) boils down to one of three phasal relationships,
where an internal clock cycle of a gesture is
represented by 0◦-360◦: (a) in-phase: when
gestures start simultaneously (0◦phase difference);
(b) anti-phase: when one gestural onset is perfectly
asynchronous with another gestural onset (180◦
phase difference); (c) eccentric phase: gestures have
a phasal relation that is different from 0◦ and 180◦.

With the above timing relationships as backdrop,
one can layout three different views of CV timing
that have been directly or indirectly argued for in
prior research. The first hypothesis is what might
be called the standard position [1, 2, 4] — the
consonant gesture (G1) and the vocalic gesture (G2)
are in-phase (Figure 1a). When an additional claim
that consonants in CCV sequences are in an anti-
phase relationship is added, then this first viewpoint
of CV timing is able to predict that C-CENTRE-
TO-ANCHOR interval stability pattern wherein the

consonantal gestures in a complex onset are in
a global timing relationship with the subsequent
vowel [5, 6, 7, 8, amongst others].

A second hypothesis about CV timing depends
on a generalisation of the split-gesture hypothesis,
whereby a stop gesture is decomposed into two
gestures related to the closure and release portions,
respectively [9]. This hypothesis was used by
Nam [9] to account for the fact that impressionistic
observations of prior work suggested that the centre
of the observed stop gesture, and not the onset, was
in a stable temporal relationship with the following
vowel. A similar view of a separately manipulable
neutral attractor gesture for all segment gestures was
discussed in earlier research work [10, 11, 12]),
and, in fact, a similar observation about the timing
of CV sequences that, impressionistically, the V
gesture starts roughly mid-way through the observed
consonant gesture can be seen in some of the earliest
work on gestural timing [5] not just for stops, but
also liquids and fricatives. Therefore, one could
perhaps generalise Nam’s split-gesture hypothesis
to all segments, and claim that vowel gestures
start mid-way through any preceding consonantal
gesture. However, the actual simulations that
Nam presented do not bear this prediction out,
even for stops. His simulations predict that the
vowel gesture has a 60◦ phase difference with a
preceding consonant (stop) closure gesture and a
phase difference of -60◦ with a preceding (stop)
release gesture, when an equal coupling strength is
assumed for all timing relationships. Consequently,
it is straightforward to show that, if each gesture
needs about 240◦-360◦ of its internal clock duration
to attain the target (see [2] for the lower bound), the
vowel itself is expected to start about 12.5%-16.7%
of the entire observed consonant (or specifically,
stop) gesture duration, and not mid-way through the
consonant gesture (derivation not presented in the
interest of space).

A third view about CV timing can be seen as
a generalisation of the work by Shaw, Durvasula,
Kochetov and Oh [13, 14] who argue that, in
consonant sequences, G2 is aligned to the end
of G1 — we call this an offset-onset alignment
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relationship. If we were to generalise this
relationship to all segment sequences, we would
predict that in CV sequences, the vowel gesture is
in an offset-onset alignment relationship with the
preceding consonant gesture, i.e., the proportional
lag is 100% between the two gestures (Figure 1b).

Most of the evidence furnished in support of in-
phase timing in CV sequences is either based on
observed lag (see next section) or based on general
work on motor control [15, 10]. For example, in
a detailed quantitative/experimental evaluation of
this question done quite recently, [16, 4] develop
a new experimental paradigm that uses triplets of
stimuli (e.g., [lolju] vs. [loju] vs. [lolu], which
allowed them identify the actual gestural onset of the
consonant and vowel gestures through a comparison
of minimal pairs. They found that the labial
gesture of an [u] starts in-phase with the preceding
consonant [l] gesture, but the tongue tip gesture
of the same vowel starts towards the end of the
consonant gesture. They interpret this result as
consistent with in-phase CV timing, with the caveat
that a vocalic gesture (e.g., tongue tip) that conflicts
with the preceding consonant gesture is delayed
and starts during the offset of the consonantal
gesture. The comparative technique they employ
has long been argued to allow one to separate out
the effect of context [17, 18, 19]; however, there
are three issues with their technique/interpretation.
First, based on their data, one could have also
argued for the opposite conclusion that the vowel
gesture starts during the offset of the consonantal
gesture, but the rounding of the vowel gesture
starts earlier, i.e., the in-phaseness is specific to
rounding. In fact, Benguerel and Cowan [17]
observe that rounding in French starts up to 6
segments before the vowel (across syllables and
even words), even when one uses a comparative
technique to identify the onset of the gesture. So,
it is possible that the rounding pattern is simply
a language-specific fact or assimilation in English
and French. Second, an issue with the comparative
technique is that it requires phonetic minimal pairs,
and not phonological minimal pairs. For example, if
there is fronting of [u] after [l] (see [20]), then [lu]
doesn’t form a good minimal pair with [ju]. Third,
the technique doesn’t allow us to separate absolute
lag from proportional lag (see next section).

2. A NEW WAY TO IDENTIFY PROPORTION
LAG BETWEEN TWO GESTURES

The main technical issue that we address in this
paper is that any observed lag (i.e., the actual

duration of time) between gestures can be due to
two different sources: (a) a proportional (relative)
temporal lag between the two gestures, wherein G2
starts at a certain proportional point of G1. Note,
this is the temporal relationship represented by the
phasal relationships discussed above; (b) an absolute
(or constant) temporal lag between two gestures,
wherein G2 starts at a constant time in relation to
G1. Absolute lag may be a result of planning, or
biomechanical factors [21, 8], or due to differences
in measurement errors related to different gestures.

Given that there are two sources that can
contribute to the observed lag between gestures,
one can’t simply look at the observed average
lag between two gestures to establish the phasal
relationship between them. For example, G2 onset
could be timed in-phase with G1 but with a positive
absolute lag (Figure 1c), or G2 onset could be
timed to the end of G1 but with a negative absolute
lag (Figure 1d). Both the alternatives would
superficially look the same. If we calculated the
average observed lag between the onsets of the two
gestures and then used that duration to calculate
the proportional lag (compared to G1 duration), we
would get the same proportional lag value in both
cases. This is quite problematic as the cases have
quite different underlying temporal organization of
the gestures, while one has in-phase alignment the
other has offset-onset alignment.

(a) 0% (in-phase)

G1

G2

(b) 100% (offset-onset lag)

G1

G2

(c) 0% with a +ve absolute

G1

G2

(d) 100% with a -ve absolute

G1

G2

(e) 0% with lengthened G1

G1

G2

(f) 100% with lengthened G1

G1

G2

Figure 1: Different timing possibilities between two
gestures and their consequences for a lengthened G1
(proportional lag point = red dashed line)

One way to solve this measurement issue is to
recognise that the two possibilities in Figure 1c-d
make different predictions for how the simple lag
duration co-varies with a change in G1 duration. In
the first case (represented in Figure 1e), the observed
lag from G1 onset to G2 onset remains constant.
In the latter case (represented in Figure 1f), the
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Figure 2: Measuring lag between G2 and G1 from
different points along G1

observed lag from G1 onset to G2 onset increases,
but that from G1 offset to G2 onset remains constant.
That is, in both cases, the observed lag between G2
onset and a point along the duration of G1 has the
least variance when the observed lag is measured
from the point along G1 that G2 is aligned to.

So, to identify the proportional lag between G1
and G2, we can calculate the observed lag between
G2 onset and different proportional points along
G1’s duration. This is shown schematically in Figure
2. We can then calculate the variances of the
measurements for each of these measured lags to
identify the proportional point along G1 with the
lowest variance for the lag measure to G2 onset.

To test this technique, we created 6 different
simulated datasets with random Gaussian noise
added to the gesture durations, which differed in
the proportional and absolute lags between G1 and
G2. Specifically, we simulated 3 datasets with an
absolute lag of 0 ms that varied in the proportional
lag (0% vs. 60% vs. 100% of G1 duration), and 3
more datasets with an absolute lag of 50 ms and
the same three proportional lags. Our approach
accurately identified the proportional lags between
the two gestures (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Variances corresponding to different
proportional lags on simulated data (red point =
proportional lag point with least variance.)

Note, our technique doesn’t suffer from the
problem of part-whole correlation that plagues the
calculation of proportional lag using a ratio of
observed lag and G1 duration [22]. In fact, it
is guaranteed to identify the proportional timing
relationship between the two gestures as the

basic premise of the technique is the statistical
theorem: Variance(X + constant) = Variance(X)
[23]. Essentially, calculating the variances of
the observed lags between the two gestures from
different points along G1 allows us to remove the
effect of the absolute lag. Note, based on another
statistical theorem, it is straightforward to show that
the technique works even if the absolute lag has its
own variance, as long as the absolute lag and the
proportional lag are independent of each other.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3.1. Methods

In this section, we use the above technique to
identify the actual proportional lag in articulatory
data. Data were collected from the Wisconsin X-
Ray Microbeam Speech Production Database [24],
which consists of production data from 57 speakers
in three different tasks: wordlists, sentences, and
paragraphs. We focussed on words where the initial
consonant was a labial, and had multiple repetitions
for each speaker with the same preceding context.
We further looked for a variety of vowels following
the initial consonant. Five words satisfied our
requirements: <back, fiber, make, much, people>,
where the relevant vowels were [æ, AI, eI, 2,
i], respectively. Two other words <five, before>
came close but were eliminated due to inconsistent
contexts. We collected measurements from a
total of 789 word productions (back=143,fiber=127,
make=171,much=141,people=207).

Lip aperture, defined as the euclidean distance
between sensors on the upper and lower lips, was
used to track the bilabial gesture; a lower lip (‘LL’)
sensor was used to track the labio-dental gesture;
and a tongue blade (either ‘T2’ or ‘T1’) sensor was
used to track the vocalic gesture. The gestures
from each token were parsed using the findgest()
algorithm in mview, a Matlab-based program for
data visualization and analysis [25].

For each gesture, we identified the following: (a)
gesture onset/offset, identified using a threshold of
10% of the peak maximum, and used, (b) target
onset/offset, identified using a threshold of 30% of
the peak maximum.

After identifying the onsets and offsets of the
gestures/targets, we first calculated the lag duration
from 10% steps (range: -50% – 150%) of G1
duration to the onset of G2 for the gestural and
target measurements, separately. Secondly, for the
gestural and target measurements, we calculated the
variances for each combination of speaker, word,
and step. Finally, we identified the step with the
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lowest variance for each combination of speaker
and word, also separately for the gestural and target
measurements.

3.2. Results

We fitted simple regression models for each of
the words, where the dependent variable was the
step with the minimum lag for a speaker. Since
our interest is simply in identifying the mean step
value, each model had only an intercept (therefore,
this is equivalent to a one-sample t-test). We also
calculated 95% confidence intervals for each of the
estimated intercepts. These results are presented in
Figure 4. Note, in the interest of space, we don’t
present tabled summaries, as the crucial information
needed for inference is present in the figure.

We focus our discussion on the interpretation
of the 95% confidence intervals (CI) for each
model [26, 27, 28], instead of just null hypothesis
testing of an underlying proportional lag of 0%
— this is because our interest here is not only
in seeing a consistency (or lack thereof) with the
null hypothesis of a proportional lag of 0%, but
actually on the range of proportional lag values
that are reasonable estimates for the underlying
proportional lag. Note, if the CIs don’t include
a certain proposed lag, that is evidence that the
underlying true proportional lag is inconsistent with
the proposed lag value.

As can be seen in Figure 4 (left), the onset of
the G2 gesture is not consistent across words/vowels
in our data. The 95% CIs suggest the gestural
onset of [i] in <people> is consistent with 0%
lag (an in-phase alignment with G1) or with
12.5%-16.7% proportional lag between the onsets
of the two gestures (as per the split-gesture
hypothesis). However, the 95% CIs of the other
four words/vowels are inconsistent with the two
hypotheses. Furthermore, two of the three 95% CIs
[æ, eI] are consistent with the offset-onset alignment
hypothesis.

In contrast, the 95% CIs in Figure 4 (right)
suggest that the proportional timing of onset of the
G2 target is consistent only with the offset-onset
alignment hypothesis in all five cases.

In fact, when pooled together in a mixed-effects
model [29] with a random intercept for speaker
and word/vowel, the overall estimated proportional
lag for gestural targets was 94% (95% CI: 80% -
107%), which is almost exactly what one would
expect as per the offset-onset alignment hypothesis.
However, given the by-word/vowel variability for
the proportional lags of gestural onsets, it is not
surprising that the overall estimated proportional lag

for the gestural onsets was 63% with a much wider
95% CI range (33% - 93%).

Figure 4: Gestural lag measurements. (points =
proportional lag estimates; error bars = 95% CIs)

4. CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented a new technique based
on the variance of the observed lag to establish
the proportional inter-gestural timing relationship
between any two proximate gestures. Using the
technique, we observed that vowel gestural onsets
were not consistently aligned with the preceding
consonant gesture, but the vowel target onsets
consistently had offset-onset alignment.

It is important to point out that this is a
first attempt using a new technique to establish
proportional lag. While the technique is accurate in
identifying proportional lags, we caution the reader
from over-interpreting our experimental results—
while the number of cases here are (at minimum)
comparable to previous works looking at the
issue either impressionistically or through a careful
quantitative study, it is still quite small and is
therefore in need of replication.

If replicable and generalisable to other cases,
our results have two important implications. First,
speakers might actually be planning to coordinate
gestural targets in a consistent way and not gestural
onsets. The differences in gestural onsets could be
a result of trying to ensure the consistent alignment
of gestural targets in a sequential manner. Second,
standardly, the C-centre effect noted earlier is
seen as a result of competitive coupling wherein
consonant gestures in a complex onset are all in
an in-phase relationship with the following vowel
gesture while the consonant gestures themselves are
in an anti-phase relationship. But, if CV timing is
an offset-onset relationship then we can’t derive the
C-centre effect in the standard way. It is, however,
possible to derive it from a situation wherein all
gestural pairs (CC and CV) in complex onsets have
offset-onset timing.
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